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Other Holtec participants: Debu Majumdar, Dr. Blue, Tom Haynes, John Meinhardt
NRC staff: Geoffrey Hornseth, Robert Tregoning, Pierre Saverot

Staff held a teleconference call with Holtec to clarify issues associated with the data contained in the Metamic-HT
Qualification Sourcebook (Holtec report No. HI-2084122, Revision No.1) and have a good discussion leading to a "path
forward" to complete this part of the review ofthe Model No. HI-STAR 180 application. Staff had previously transmitted to
Holtec a list of 22 questions to facilitate the discussion during the conference call.

The QA strategy has changed in the Metamic-HT Sourcebook: now, the minimum measured value (MMV) for the 7 critical
mechanical property characteristics are required to be greater than the MGV values. Regarding Questions 1-6-14-15-16
which all deal with the proposed sampling plan, Holtec confirmed that MGVs were selected based on non-QA tests
performed about 3 years ago and that it has committed to a lower number. The MGVs are used as part of the design and
every calculation in the SAR uses the MGVs as input data and acceptance criteria. Holtec's approach is based on a
"workmanship criteria", not a statistical basis, as it could be construed from the SourceBook. Holtec said that, when
production runs begin, they will make 240 coupons, look at the data, take the MMVs in that sample lot and the lot will be
discarded/scrapped if the MMV does not exceed the MGV. Holtec stated that the sampling plan is based on MIL STD-I05E
and that they had selected an AQL of 4 as a starting point (which requires to take 80 extrusions from a lot of 400). Holtec
stated that their expectations are that the production runs will show far more uniformity than the test programs to
manufacture coupons because of the process improvements and the fact that there will be only one plant for manufacturing
Metamic-HT.

Holtec stated that Section 8.1.1.4 of the SAR addresses the topics of the percentage of coupons being tested, the number of
coupons, etc ..Holtec defined coupons versus extrusions (number of coupons= 60% of number of extrusions in the lot) and will
make corrections to clarify the Sourcebook so that this topic is not misleading. Regarding Question 16, Holtee said that Table
1.3 is in the CoC and Holtec also referred to Table 1.8.5 of the SAR.
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Holtec shall address editorial clarifications in Rev. 2

Staff to transmit Holtec its position on fracture toughness.
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Questions 2-3-5 were grouped together. Holtec explained that it excluded fracture toughness measurement from the test
program, relying instead on the Charpy and AR data. Holtec explained that its internal shop procedures (derived from the
ASME Code) have specific inspection criteria and that the material is rejected if a flaw size is greater than 1/16". Holtec also
proposed to perform a liquid penetrant examination (instead of a visual examination) to reduce the flaw size detection to
1/64" . Holtec discussed the basket panel fabrication methods (no welding except for the fillet welds for the perimieter
external corners, those welds serving only as additional rigidity during fabrication with no safety function during transport,
all slots rounded at the corners with a 3/16" radius, etc.) and concluded that the crack propagation flaw sizes during HAC
are less than 1/16" because stress levels are very low.

Regarding Question 5 (since irradiation affects mechanical properties, the applicant should demonstrate that the irradiated
material meets the MGV requirements if the as-extruded material passes the room temperature MGVs), Holtec proposed to
require that the MMV on irradiated coupons should be greater than the MMVs from the SourceBook to put some
"reasonable margin" over the MGVs and respond to staff's "credible observation" . Staff said that such an approach is
plausible but the applicant should still demonstrate that (i) meeting the MMVs would give enough margin and (il) such
margin is sufficient. Staff also said that fracture toughness is affected more than other properties by irradiation.

Regarding Questions 7 and 8, Holtec explained that they took the Anderson Darling test for normality at a 95% confidence
level, and that the data was developed from Campaigns No.2 and 3. Staff requested to have a description of the process
improvements made between Campaigns No.2 and 3. Holtec also explained how the plots were developed and said that
normality tests will be summarized. Holtec committed to make editorial improvements in the SourceBook.

Regarding Question 13, Holtec will clarify the rationale for discarding data. Holtec explained that the density measurements
were done at room temperature (Question 17) and that the anomaly in the specific heat value results (Question 18) is due to a
calibration data error. Holtec will correct the report even though specific heat is not a critical characteristic of the material.
Holtec will also correct the report to indicate lot numbers associated with each data sample, and how lot to lot variability
affects thermophysical property data.

Staff finally requested to have a basis for the statement that thermal expansion of Metamic is essentially linear over the range
of measured temperatures and Holtec will provide the temperature data for all coupons tested.
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